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have already been obtained, and the bearing that these have on
the science and practice of medicine. Of this we have little in
Dr. Gunther's book-so little, indeed, that, although we can re-
commend it most strongly as an introduction to the elements of
the study of practical bacteriology, it is impossible to put it for-
ward as fulfilling even imperfectly the second condition.
A most valuable part of the work, however, is the collection of

photographs given at the end, which, to those who have not
access to the large photographic atlases of bacteria that are now
in course of publication, will prove of very great use. By a care-
ful study of these photographs the merest tiro should be able to
grasp the meaning of many of the descriptions given; he will be
able to compare the more important forms of bacterial life, and
to note their relation to one another, as regards shape, size,
method of spore-formation, and manner of division, from a written
description of which it is seldom possible to gain any accurate or
adequate conception of what is meant: and for this reason, if for
nothing else, the book may be recommended to those who are
commencing a most difficult but fascinating study.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE PATHOLOGICAL COLLECTION
IN THE MUSEUM OF ST. TiomAs's HOSPITAL, London. Second
Edition. By SAMUELIG. SHATTocE. Part I. London: Printed
by Adlard and Son. 1890.

WE have repeatedly advocated an efficient system of cataloguing
medical museums, so that we cannot but look with approval on
this new publication. The larger the collection and the wider
its reputation, the more necessary will be a catalogue kept up to
date and prepared by a competent man. The reputation of Mr.
SHATTOCK as a pathologist is sufficient recommendation as a
guarantee of the accuracy of the descriptions in this Catalogue,
whilst it is needless to dwell on the desirability of a good scien-
tific guide to so great and well-known a collection as that which
is contained in the museum of St. Thomas's Hospital
At is stated in the Preface, this publication is arranged mainly

after the current edition of the College of Surgeons' catalogue.
As is the case with most recent hospital museum catalogues pre-
pared after the same model, the descriptions are as complete but
the histories more meagre, if not entirely absent. This fact can
be explained, for the necessary practice of supplying a history
was imperfectly understood at medical schools fifty years ago,
whilst at the College of Surgeons the conservator, following
Hunter's steps, was more particular in that respect. Again, owing
to certain technical questions relating to the legal ownership oE
the specimens, the now universal custom of indicating the donor
of each specimen did not prevail in hospital museum catalogues
many years ago.
In all the more recent additions, however, the history and donor

have been indicated whenever possible, and it is instructive to
compare the numerous bare undated descriptions of old speci-
mens with the excellent concise histories, and references to papers
at medical societies, appended to examples of diseased structures
added in the course of the last twenty years. For reasons above
given, every large hospital museum catalogue is a perfect object
lesson of the bad old and the good new systems of preparing such
a work. This volume includes the entire bone and joint series,
and little else. No department of morbid anatomy requires more
careful description of each specimen, and Mr. Shattock thoroughly
understands this truth. Hence this volume will be of high value
both to the physician and the surgeon.
We sincerely hope that the remainder of the catalogue will be

issued as soon as possible. It will further be very desirable if the
authorities of St. Thomas's Hospital allow of the yearly issue of
printed supplements; for the majority of visitors to a hospital
museum, as distinguished from staff and students, come to see
recent specimens, the subjects of papers in journals and Trans-
aCtiona of societies.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
A Handbook of the Di8eases of the Eye, and their Treatment.

By HENRY R. SWANZY. Third Edition. 1890. (H. K. Lewis).-
It is with sincere pleasure that we welcome a new edition of
this excellent manual. Considering its small size, it is wonder-
fully complete, and, although hardly full enough for a work of
reference, it is admirable as a student's book. In the present

edition the arrangement of some of the chapters has been im-
proved, and in consequence it has been possible to add a good
deal of matter without any appreciable increase in the bulk of
the volume. We note on p. 140 an interpolation on the value of
ptosis as a symptom of cortical lesions, and the section devoted
to hemianopsia as a localising symptom has been much amplified.
On p. 432 also we notice a new paragraph on intermittent para-
lysis of the third nerve, which might be read in conjunction with
a recent paper by Charcot on ophthalmoplegic migraine, with
which it is probably identical. Pp. 436 to 441, also on the local-
ising value of paralyses of the ocular muscles, consist for the
most part of new matter. There are several minor corrections and
additions; but it will be seen from what we have said that the
prominence given in former editions to the connection between
cerebral and ocular affections is maintained or increased.

The Theory and Practice of Nursing. By PERCY G. LEWIS,
M.D. Pp. 208. (London: The Hospital, Limited.)-The volume
consists of a series of lectures addressed to the nurses of the Salop
and Southampton Infirmaries, creditable alike to the writer's
industry and kindly feelings. Any fault we have to find is in the
arrangement of the contents, and a habit of giving undue promi-
nence to some subjects over others of equal it not greater import-
ance. Following the usual practice, Dr. Lewis first describes in
very elementary terms the anatomy and physiology of different
organs, and afterwards the more common diseases which attack
them, interspersing the account with instructions as to medical
appliances, hmmorrhage, leeches, inhalations, and the arts of cup-
ping and venesection. Under diseases of the digestive organs
come naturally food and feeding, and considerable space is
devoted to the various forms of enemata, their composition and
action, while little is said about the nature and action of ordinary
remedies administered in other ways. Other medical observations
follow dealing with diseases of the kidneys, brain, and nervous
system, blood diseases, inclusive of specific fevers and methods of
disinfection. According to the writer's experience, " residents in
hospitals, presumably nurses, seem to have a special exemption
from catching diseases "; we wish we could say that this was the
general opinion. The remarks on disinfectants and disinfection
are very good, so also are the rules to prevent the spread of infec-
tion, which are mainly taken from Miss Liickes's and Mr. Dacre
Craven's books on general and district nursing. Dr. Lewis is a
faithful disciple of Listeridm, and expounds the theory and prac-
tice of the art at great length, giving minute instructions to the
nurse as to the management of the various antiseptic dressings in
the treatment of wounds of all kinds. If antisepsis is employed
at all, it is certainly useless unless strict attention is paid to the
minutest details. The instructions close with some good remarks
on the ventilation of the sick room and on the duties of private
nurses, which, however, do not differ essentially from those of a
more public character. In spite of some qualifying remarks wehave
thought it our duty to make, nurses will find the book full of interest
and instruction, which cannot fail to assist them in their work.

The Treatment of Syphilis of the Nervous System. By J.
ALTHA.U5, M.D. (London. 1890. Pp. 35).-This is a reprint of a
paper read before the Berlin Medical Congress. Apparently the
reason of its existence is that the author wishes to urge the sub-
cutaneous injection of mercury for syphilitic diseases of the
nervous system. While agreeing with him as to the utility and
great value of this method, it may be doubted whether the serious
bad results which heidescribes as following the injection of the
perchloride of mercury are often observed. This drug, when in-
jected with care deep down into some big muscles, leaves no
unpleasant effects, and very rapidly brings the patient under the
influence of the metal. Still, if in any exceptional cases it should
be found to produce abscesses, it might be well to try the subcu-
taneous injection of metallic mercury, as advised by Dr. Althaus,
although it is advisable to use more than two-fifths of a graiin a
week, which is the dose he recommends.

Manual of the Theory and Practice of EFquine Medicine. By
JAMES BRODIE GR3BESSWELL, F.R.C.V.S., and ALBERT GRESSWELL,
B.A., M.B.Oxon., M.R.C.S. Second Edition. Revised by GEORGE
Gn:SsWBLL, etc. (London: Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox. New York:
William R. Jenkins. 1890.)-A few years ago veterinary litera-
ture was antiquated and scanty, now its quantity is rapidly
increasing as well as its mediocrity. The work under considera-
tion cannot be regarded as a textbook, as its exhibits looseness of
construction and want of practical knowledge.
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